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Praise from Readers
“In Mad Dog House Mark Rubinstein reaches out, grabs
you and doesn't let go until you've read the last page.”
“One of the best books I've read all year.”
“This is a very promising up-and coming author, who, I can
tell has a lot more up his sleeve.”
“I was so engrossed in the plot that I felt I was one of the
characters participating in the tangle of their lives.”
“The dialogue was gritty and the story was filled with twists
and turns.
I didn't know what would happen until the very last page.”

MAD DOG HOUSE
A Novel

Mark Rubinstein
Thirty years after escaping his hell on earth—a harrowing childhood in Sheepshead Bay,
Brooklyn—Roddy Dolan is grateful to be living the life of his dreams. He has a successful,
fulfilling career as a surgeon, a beautiful family, and a lovely home in Westchester County, New
York. His past is now just a bad dream.

	
  

	
  

When he was young and living in Brooklyn, Roddy had an explosive temper and shady friends,
which nearly landed him in prison at 17. If it weren’t for a compassionate judge and the Army,
Roddy might have ended up going nowhere. But that’s the past, gone for good. Today, at age 45,
Roddy is a different man—worthy of the respect he has earned. He is in control of his destiny
and rage is no longer part of his life. Or, so Roddy thinks...until a character from his past turns up
and re-evokes his long-buried “Mad Dog” alter ego.
A gripping, harrowing, and provocative psychological thriller, MAD DOG HOUSE (Thunder
Lake Press; October 23, 2012, 12.99, 978-0-9856268-4-6), revolves around three men—Roddy
“Mad Dog” Dolan; his best friend, Danny Burns; and Kenny “Snake Eyes” Egan—who grew up
in hell together and never thought their pasts would come back to haunt them. Throughout the
novel, Mark Rubinstein provokes people to think about the haunting power of the past and the
demons lurking inside their loved ones...and perhaps themselves.

MARK RUBINSTEIN grew up in Brooklyn, New York, near Sheepshead Bay. After earning a
degree in Business Administration at NYU, he served in the U.S. Army as a field medic tending
to paratroopers of the Eighty-Second Airborne Division. After his discharge, he went to medical
school, became a physician, and then a psychiatrist. As a forensic psychiatrist, he was an expert
witness in many trials. As an attending psychiatrist at New York Presbyterian Hospital and a
Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at Cornell, he taught psychiatric residents,
psychologists, and social workers while practicing psychiatry. Before turning to fiction, he
coauthored five books on psychological and medical topics. He lives in Connecticut with as
many dogs as his wife will allow in the house. He still practices psychiatry and is busily working
on other novels. To learn more, please visit www.markrubinstein-author.com.
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